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Season 1, Episode 4
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Who's That Woman?



Cash-strapped Mrs. Huber figures out that Susan had something to do with Edie's house fire and tries to blackmail her. Meanwhile, Carlos becomes suspicious that Gabrielle is seeing another man, but targets the wrong suspect---the cable guy instead of gardener John. Also, Lynette balks when the twins' teacher insists the boys have ADD but tries to salvage the matter by seprating the boys. Lastly, Bree struggles with her rebellious son Andrew after Rex moves out.
Quest roles:
Doug Savant(Tom Scavo), Shawn Pyfrom(Andrew Van de Kamp), Brent Kinsman, Shane Kinsman, Christine Estabrook, Joy Lauren, Lucille Soong, Mary Pat Gleason, Richard Roundtree, John Newton, Adam Weisman, Paul Hayes(Businessman)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
24 October 2004, 21:00
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